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Abstract. — We show that n-tape automata containing only simple loops, i. e. no state is involved
in two loops, have several properties which gênerai n-tape automata, or even automata wiîh parallel
loops only, do not have. In particular, the intersection of relations dejïned by two simple n-tape
automata is so called HDTOL relation. This implies several old and new decidability resuits for
simple n-tape automata.
Résumé. — Nous montrons que les automates à n bandes contenant seulement des boucles simples,
c'est-à-dire pour lesquels aucun état n'appartient à deux boucles, possèdent différentes propriétés
que les automates généraux à n bandes ou même les automates possédant seulement des boucles
parallèles ne partagent pas. En particulier l'intersection de relations définies par deux automates à
n bandes ayant seulement des boucles simples est ce que l'on appelle une relation HDTOL. Ceci
implique plusieurs résultats de décidabilité anciens et nouveaux concernant les automates simples à
n bandes.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known, see [13], that the loop structure of an automaton or of a
program can have an enormous effect on the complexity of the bahavior of
the automaton or the program. The purpose of this note is to emphasize this
phenomenon.
We shall be dealing with «-tape fini te automata introduced in [14]. We call
such an automaton simple if all of its nodes are involved in at most one
loop, and show that for two simple automata the intersection of the relations
defined by them can be described effectively by an HDTOL language, cf. [15],
or more precisely the intersection is an HDTOL relation. This certainly does
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not hold for n-tape automata in gênerai. Indeed, even for automata with
only parallel, but not nested loops the emptiness of the intersection is
undecidable.
An important notion for this paper is that of an HDTOL relation, introduced implicitly in [4] and later used in [6]. A relation i î c ^ x A * is an
HDTOL relation iff it can be expressed in the form R = {(h (x), g (xj) \ x e L }
for some HDTOL language L and two morphisms h and g. For our current
purposes we generalize this notion to n dimensions. This notion is strongly
motivated by Nivat Theorem, cf. [1], characterizing rational relations.
From the point of view of décision problems HDTOL relations became a
particularly powerful tooi when it was shown that morphisms can be tested
on HDTOL languages, cf. [5]. An example of the use of this tooi is shown
here. As an application of our "intersection theorem" we generaiize the
known result that the équivalence of two simple deterministic «-tape automata
is decidable, cf. [13] or [11], to the following: It is decidable whether two
n-tape fmite transducers based on simple deterministic «-tape automata are
equivalent on their common domain. The proof uses an idéa of "HDTOL
matching" of computations of two n-tape automata developed further in [7].
As pointed out by the référée an alternate way to prove our results is to
use the theory of the SLB family of languages, cf [9] and [12]. We, however,
want to emphasize here our techniques based na HDTOL matching of the
equivalent computations.
2. PRELIMINARIES

We assume that the reader is familiar with basics of automata theory and
the theory of semilinear sets of vectors, cf. [10] and [8], respectively. In
addition we list [15] as the référence dealing with HDTOL languages.
An n-tape automaton over disjoint alphabets S£, for i— 1, . . . , « , is a
quadruple
sf = (Q,T9qO9F)9

(1)

n

where g is a finite set of states, I g g x

\j (£. \j #.) x Q is a finite transition
t= i

relation, q0 is the initial state, and f g Q is the set of final states. (Here #t
dénotes the endmarker of a word in Ef.) The automaton sé accepts an ntuple O l 5 . . ., wj of words in Zf x . . . x £* iff sé as a one-tape automaton
accepts at least one word from the set wx # x LU w2 # 2 UJ . - . LU wn #n where
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dénotes the shuffle opération. The set of all 77-tuples accepted by sé is
denoted by R(sé). An rc-tuple automaton sé of (1) is deterministic iff Q and
T can be partitioned as follows:
with

(2)

and

T= UTi9

ö;x (Z, U { # J ) x g,

where

(3)

and cBxd(Ttn{q} x {«} x ö ) ^ l for 1= 1, . . ., n, ger £ and a e 2 £ U { # ; } Conditions (2) and (3) mean that the state of sé uniquely détermines on
which tape automaton can next read. In addition, if not only the current
state but also the symbol to be read is fixed, then the next state is uniquely
determined. It follows that if sé is deterministic, then for each n-tuple
(wls . . ., wn)ellf x £* x . . . x X* there exists at most one accepting computation of sé. It also follows that the requirement that S/s are disjoint becomes
superfluous in the case of deterministic w-tape automata.
An «-tape automaton sé is simple if each of its states is involved in at
most one loop of sé (viewed as a one-tape automaton). Obviously, final
states of a simple automaton can be specified as states having no exists. A
simple branch is a simple rc-state automaton having only one final state from
which there are no transitions. We say that an automaton contains only
parallel loops if in any loop there exists at most one state which is involved
in another loop.
We state an easy fact:
1: Each relation defined by a simple n-îape automaton is a finite
union of relations defined by simple branches.
By associating outputs to transitions of an «-tape automaton we can talk
about n-tape transducers (of certain type). Here the outputs are over a single
tape, but this is not an important restriction.
Next we defme our central notion of an HDTOL relations, cf. [4] and [6].
An HDTOL language L over E is a language of the form
LEMMA

i=l
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where

7=1

for a word weA*, morphisms h}: A* -> A*(/= 1, . . . , f), ^ : A * - > P and an
integer f ^ l . Let S l s . . ., £„ be finite (not necassarily disjoint) alphabets. A
relation p g SJ x . . . x X* is called an HDTOL relation iff there exists an
alphabet F, an HDTOL language L over F and morphisms gt : F* -• Sf such
that
P={fei(w), . . . , g B ( W ) ) | w e L } .

(4)

The définition of an HDTOL relations is motivated by Nivat représentation
of rational relations, cf. [1]. They also provide a generalization of rational
relations since. as it is easy to see, each regular language is an HDTOL
language. HDTOL relations have a couple of interesting properties which
we believe make them important and useful family of relations. First of all,
they are purely morphically defined. Secondly, the underlying family of
languages has désirable properties, such as that the emptiness is decidable
and that morphisms can be tested on these languages, cf. [15] and [6],
respectively.
Finally, we recall the définition of a semilinear set. Let f^J dénote the set of
nonnegative integers. A set K is linear iff it is a subset of Nk, for some k^ 1,
and of the form
K— < xo+ Y, nixi\ni = ® (

f° r A^O

and x0, xl9 . . ., xN in

Further, K is semilinear iff it is a finite union of linear sets.

3. RESULTS

In this section we consider simple «-tape automata and show that they
possess some désirable properties gênerai «-tape automata do not have. First
we recall that the intersection of two relations defined by deterministic ntape automata need not to be realized by such an automaton. This is seen,
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for example, by considering the following automata:

A, :

Hère a and a1 are read from the first tape and b from the second. Clearly,
R = R(sé1)C\R(sé2)={(ananu

bn)\n^\)

and hence it cannot be accepted by a 2-tape automaton.
In the above example the automata sét and sé2 are simple, and still the
intersection is not a rational relation. However, we are going to show that
such an intersection is always an HDTOL relation.
THEOREM 1: For two simple n-tape automata sé x and sé'2 the intersection
R{^ù C\R{&?2) is an HDTOL relation, Moreover, its HDTOL représentation
can effectively be found.

Proof: Since HDTOL languages are closed under union so are HDTOL
relations. Consequently, by Lemma 1, we can assume that sé^ and sé2 are
simple branches. Hence their loops are linearly ordered, say from 1 to kx in
séx and from 1 to k2 in sé2- Assume that sé\ and sé2 are over common
alphabets Eis /= 1, . . . , « .
For an n-tuple w — (wl9 . . ., wn)eEf x . . . x 2 * accepted by sét let
compf(w) dénote the set of computations of w in sé^ Now, since jét's are
simple branches each computation xecomp(j/ ( ) is uniquely determined by a
vector in Nki telling how many times each loop in sét is performed when
Computing x. Let us dénote this vector by
We define a subset of
vol. 24, n° 4, 1990
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f\j*i+fc2 b y

xtecompf(w) for some weR{sé1)

f\R{sé2))

and claim that N(jtfl9 sé2) *s a semilinear set.
In order to prove our claim we deflne "projections" of sé^s as follows.
For i=l, 2 andy= 1, . . ., n let sét(f) dénote a one-tape automaton obtained
from sé{ by replacing all transitions labeled by letters in
U
m=l

by transitions labeled by the empty word 1. Consequently, the automata
sfiÜ) have the same loop structure as sét, but since they allow to read the
empty word they might be nondeterministic even if sé\ were not. Obviously,
we can modify the above notation like comp^ and \|/£ for automata sét (ƒ) as
well, let us dénote these by comp^ j and \|/iw-. Then since automata sé{{])
are ordinary one-tape automata (and only simple branches as such) it is
straightforward to see, for example by induction on the number of loops,
that, for y= 1, . . ., w, the sets

xt e compf j (w) for some w in L {séx (/)) H L (sé2 (j))},
are semilinear subsets of f^Jki +fc2.Thus the semilinearity of N(séu sé2) follows
from the identity
n

N(sfl9 sé2)= pi Nisé.Ul

si2{j))

and from the fact that semilinear sets are closed under intersection.
Now, we are ready to construct an HDTOL représentation for
R
(^\) nR(sé2). First of all recall that the computations of jét, for i= 1, 2,
are uniquely determined by vectors in Nki, respectively. Secondly, by construction of N(sé'u sé2) we can conclude the following. If zeN(séli sé2) and z1
(resp. z2) is a vector in Nki (resp. Nk2) obtained from kl first (resp. k2 last)
components of z, then (zt and z2) describe computations of the same word
in séx and sé2, respectively. Conversely, if ZxsNk^ and Z26f^Jfc2 describe
computations of the same word in séx and sé2, respectively, then Z l 5 Z 2 is
Informatique théorique et Applications/Theoretical Informaties and Applications
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a vector in N(<séu sé2)- Intuitively, éléments in N{s#x, s#2) t e n simultaneously how computations of fixed «-tuples can be carried out in both of the
automata séx and st2> anc* t n u s gi yes a guidance which computations have
to be matched.
As we noted HDTOL relations are closed under union. Hence we may
assume that NÇsfl9 jé2) is a linear subset of M*i+ft2s s a y

for some vectors x09 xu . . ., xNe Nki+ki. Let 71;: N k i + *2-> N be the y-th
projection. Since automata séi9 for i=l,2,
are simple branches we can
describe them by words
0,(0)^(1) O, (l)...fc(*,)«i(*i).

(6)

where each pf (r) is the label of rc-th loop in sét and a ; (r) is the label of that
path of the compilation in sét which is in between (r— 1) st and r-th loops.
Now an HDTOL System G is defined as follows: S is the start symbol and it
has tables:
To : S - ot, (0) p\ (l)«i (j[o) xt oc2 (1) p t (2)*2 <-o) X2. . .^ (k^

<x<» Xko a x (fc,)

# S 2 (0) p 2 (1)-», - » <*o> ^ . . . P2 (*! + kj*i ^ <«>> Xkl+k2 â2 (k, + k2),
j^l

rp

j

—j
)
(

for 7 = 1 , . . . , ^ + ^ 2 ,

r-i\^/

-- ]

*or

^ ft ( j\ft i {•% j) \ r

V"
j'

r 2

\u//

Î

j

f*oT*
Ivl

i,

. . .,

/c l 5

i z ^ it' —I- 1
J

tv i

I

1,

> < • j

Ir
1i

l

—I— it"
A-i)

for s= 1, . . ., N. If productions in a table are not specified for some letters,
then they are assumed to be identities. Here bars mean that the corresponding
words are over the barred copy of the original alphabet. Let L (G) be the
language generated by G, and L = L(G) f] (E U Ë)*. By the closure properties
of HDTOL languages L is an HDTOL language. Now, it follows from the
construction that if we define for i= 1, . . ., n morphisms ht : (E \J £)* -> Ef
by
hi(a) = a

for

/îf (a) = 1 otherwise,
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then

Hence R(^x) C\R{^2) is an HDTOL relation. The second sentence of the
theorem follows from the proof. D
Actually, the barred copies of letters in construction of G are not needed
in the proof of Theorem 1. They are introduced in order to obtain easily one
of the corollaries of the theorem. However, the use of HDTOL Systems is
essential also for the proof of Theorem 1, since even if G would generate
only computations of sé x the parallel applications of loops is necessary to
select only those computations which have a corresponding one in sé2.
Theorem 1 and its proof techniques provide a few interesting corollaries.
First we obtain new proofs for the équivalence and inclusion problems for
simple not necessarily deterministic «-tape automata, cf [13] or [11].
COROLLARY 1: The équivalence and inclusion problems for simple n-tape
automata are decidable,
Proof: Clearly, it suffices to consider only the inclusion problem. Let séx
and sé2 be simple w-tape automata. Then, by Lemma 1, there exist simple
branches $i(j)> /= 1, 2 and 7= 1, . . ., kh such that

d= U
Hence, to test the inclusion

it is enough to test the inclusions
*(?!(ƒ)) E *G* 2 )

f° r J=l> •••>*!•

(7)

So let us consider (7) for a fixedy, sayy = 1. Clearly, (7) holds for j= 1 iff
* O i ( i ) ) = u (* (Pi ( i ) ) n * ( P 2 (/))).
But, by the proof of Theorem 1, we can find, for each j= 1, . . ., k2, a
semilinear set describing all those computations of px (1), that compute ntuples which are also in R (p2 (/))• Hence, testing (7) is reduced to testing
whether a union of semilinear set is universal, i. e. contains all vectors of the
Informatique théorique et Applications/Theoretical Informaties and Applications
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appropriate dimension. This is a well known decidable property of semilinear
sets. D
We note that the équivalence problem for all 2-tape deterministic automata
is decidable, cf. [2], while the inclusion problem is undecidable, cf. [1].
Our second Corollary is restricted to deterministic automata. However, the
result seems to be new, and shows the power of our techniques.
COROLLARY 2: It is decidable whether two simple deterministic n-tape transducers are equivalent on their common domain.

Proof: Now we need the whole power of the proof of Theorem 1. In fact,
we have to extend the construction of G slightly. Namely, instead of generating labels of computations, cf (6), we can as well generate transitions, L e.
real computations. So it follows that we can construct an HDTOL language L
which matches the corresponding computations of the underlying automata
sé\ and sé2. That is to say a word of the form w # w is in L iff w and w are
computations of the same n-tuple in sé x and sé2, respectively. Since séx and
sé2 are assumed to be deterministic, the w above is unique for w, and vice
versa. Consequently, to test the équivalence of the transducers it is enough
to test two morphisms h and g defined below on HDTOL language L, which
is shown decidable in [6]. In order to defïne h and g let E{, for i= 1, 2, dénote
the sets of transitions of the transducers and let A be their common output
alphabet. Of course, we may assume that E1(~}E2 = 0.
Then
h, g:(£jUE 2 )* -> A* are defined by
(i)
=\

for
otherwise,

and

o(t)
g(t)=l

for

teE2,

otherwise,

where o(t) dénotes the output associated to a transition teE1\J E2.

D

We conclude this section with a remark showing that Theorem 1 cannot
be extended to arbitrary n-tape automata. In fact, our next example shows
vol. 24, n° 4, 1990
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that it cannot be extended even to the case when parallel, but not nested loops
are allowed. Let h, g:£*->A* be morphisms. We defïne 2-tape automata
ayh(a)

Ah :

a,g(a)

where edges labeled by a, h(a) and a, g(a) exist for all <zeZ. Then, clearly

where E(h, g) is the equality language of (h, g), i. e.
E(h,g)={xeT,*\h(x) = g(x)\.
It is well known that there exists a nonrecursive equality language, cf. [3], so
that not only is the représentation of Theorem 1 impossible for 7, but also
the emptiness of I is undecidable.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have demonstrated that the simple «-tape automata are considerably
easier to handle than the gênerai, or even the parallel loop n-tape automata.
In particular, we have shown that although the intersection of relations of
two simple «-tape automata need not be rational it has a similar Nivat
représentation: Instead of regular languages we have to use HDTOL languages which constitute a generalization of regular languages. In our terminology the above intersections are HDTOL relations. It follows from our proof
techniques and from the decidability properties of HDTOL languages that
we can reprove several decidability results for simple w-tape automata, and
establish some new ones as well.
We have also pointed out that our main resuit (Theorem 1) cannot be
generalized to cover all n-tape automata, or even w-tape automata with
parallel loops only. This supports the view that parallel loop «-tape automata
are already much more complicated than simple ones. For example, their
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équivalence problem, which is — according to our knowledge — open, seems to
be much more difficult than that of simple w-tape automata.
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